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The Politics of Good Intentions 2009-02-09 tony blair has often said that he
wishes history to judge the great political controversies of the early twenty
first century above all the actions he has undertaken in alliance with george w
bush this book is the first attempt to fulfill that wish using the long history
of the modern state to put the events of recent years the war on terror the war
in iraq the falling out between europe and the united states in their proper
perspective it also dissects the way that politicians like blair and bush have
used and abused history to justify the new world order they are creating many
books about international politics since 9 11 contend that either everything
changed or nothing changed on that fateful day this book identifies what is new
about contemporary politics but also how what is new has been exploited in ways
that are all too familiar it compares recent political events with other crises
in the history of modern politics political and intellectual ranging from
seventeenth century england to weimar germany to argue that the risks of the
present crisis have been exaggerated manipulated and misunderstood david
runciman argues that there are three kinds of time at work in contemporary
politics news time election time and historical time it is all too easy to get
caught up in news time and election time he writes this book is about viewing
the threats and challenges we face in real historical time
The Politics of Exile 2013 written in an autoethnographical narrative form the
politics of exile offers a unique insight into the complex encounter of
researcher with research subject in the context of the bosnian war and its
aftermath bringing theory to life and giving a wide range of concepts in
international relations a corporeal reality dauphinee uses her own experiences
to shed light on the often difficult position of new academics and junior
researchers and their struggles to get their foot in the intellectual door of
the field
Complexity Theory and the Politics of Education 2010-01-01 complexity theory
has become a major influence in discussions about the theory and practice of
education this book focuses on a question which so far has received relatively
little attention in such discussions which is the question of the politics of
complexity
The Politics of Official Apologies 2008-01-28 intense interest in past
injustice lies at the centre of contemporary world politics most scholarly and
public attention has focused on truth commissions trials lustration and other
related decisions following political transitions this book examines the
political uses of official apologies in australia canada new zealand and the
united states it explores why minority groups demand such apologies and why
governments do or do not offer them nobles argues that apologies can help to
alter the terms and meanings of national membership minority groups demand
apologies in order to focus attention on historical injustices similarly state
actors support apologies for ideological and moral reasons driven by their
support of group rights responsiveness to group demands and belief that
acknowledgment is due apologies as employed by political actors play an
important if underappreciated role in bringing certain views about history and
moral obligation to bear in public life
Between Peril and Promise 2011-11-08 in this concise introduction to
international law students gain a clear appreciation for how politics shapes
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the development of international law and how international law shapes political
relations between states throughout the book rochester takes this complex
subject and makes it accessible with his vibrant easy to read prose
Globalization and the Politics of Development in the Middle East 2011-09-11
books published in the contemporary middle east series address the major
political economic and social debates facing the region today each title
comprises a survey of the available literature against the background of the
author s own critical interpretation which is designed to challenge and
encourage independent analysis while the focus of the series is the middle east
and north africa books are presented as aspects of the rounded treatment which
cut across disciplinary and geographic boundaries they are intended to initiate
debate in the classroom and to foster understanding amongst professionals and
policy makers
Justice and the Politics of Difference 2006-04 in this classic work of feminist
political thought iris marion young challenges the prevailing reduction of
social justice to distributive justice the starting point for her critique is
the experience and concerns of the new social movements that were created by
marginal and excluded groups including women african americans and american
indians as well as gays and lesbians young argues that by assuming a
homogeneous public democratic theorists fail to consider institutional
arrangements for including people not culturally identified with white european
male norms consequently theorists do not adequately address the problems of an
inclusive participatory framework basing her vision of the good society on the
culturally plural networks of contemporary urban life young makes the case that
normative theory and public policy should undermine group based oppression by
affirming rather than suppressing social group differences provided by
publisher
日本政治と合理的選択 1992-11-15 現代政治学の発展に貢献してきた必読文献を体系的に紹介するシリーズ 戦前日本政治の変動を合理的選択論で分析する
1997年の米国政治学会ブック オブ ザ イヤー 戦前の日本政治は どうして制度的に機能不全に陥ってしまったのか 政治家の個性や日本人の民族性 イデオロギー対
立ではなく アクター間の相互作用と合理的選択の帰結から解明する 画期的研究
The Cynical Society 2007 the cynical society is a study of the political
despair and abdication of individual responsibility goldfarb calls cynicism a
central but unexamined aspect of contemporary american political and social
life goldfarb reveals with vivid strokes how cynicism undermines our capacity
to think about society s strengths and weaknesses drawing on thinkers from
alexis de tocqueville to allan bloom and on such recent works as beloved
bonfire of the vanities and mississippi burning the cynical society celebrates
cultural pluralism s role in democracy
The Politics of Englishness 2001 this book provide readers with ready access to
and interpretation of the significant literature on the english question and
enables them to make sense of the political historical and cultural factors
which constitute that question
The Politics of the New South Africa 2020-05-07 for undergraduate and taught
masters courses on modern south africa as part of a politics area studies
development studies or combined social sciences degree this book provides an
appraisal of critical moments in south africa s history segregation and racial
supremacy black opposition politics under apartheid and violence and terror the
authors include up to date information such as the transfer of power in 1994
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enfranchisement and political realignment the post electoral period of
adjustment and socio economic transition the findings of the truth and
reconciliation commission and the 1999 elections
The Moderate Imagination 2000-04-07 in the aftermath of donald trump s victory
in 2016 americans finally faced a perplexing political reality democrats
purported champions of working people since the new deal had lost the white
working class voters of middle america for answers about how this could be yoav
fromer turns to an unlikely source the fiction of john updike though commonly
viewed as an east coast chronicler of suburban angst the gifted writer in fact
a native of the quintessential rust belt state pennsylvania was also an ardent
man of ideas political ideas whose fiction fromer tells us should be read not
merely as a reflection of the postwar era but rather as a critical
investigation into the liberal culture that helped define it several
generations of americans since the 1960s have increasingly felt left behind in
updike s early work fromer finds a fictional map of the failures of liberalism
that might explain these grievances the moderate imagination also taps
previously unknown archival materials and unread works from his college years
at harvard to offer a clearer view of the author s acute political thought and
ideas updike s prescient literary imagination fromer shows sensed the
disappointments and alienation of rural white working and middle class
americans decades before conservatives sought to exploit them in his writing he
traced liberalism s historic decline to its own philosophical contradictions
rather than to only commonly cited external circumstances like the vietnam war
racial strife economic recession and conservative backlash a subtle
reinterpretation of john updike s legacy fromer s work complicates and enriches
our understanding of one of the twentieth century s great american writers even
as the book deftly demonstrates what literature can teach us about politics and
history
Globalization and the Politics of Resistance 2011-11-02 the paradox of
globalization is that it both weakens and activates social forces of resistance
this book establishes the centrality of the political in our understanding of
globalization and explores the new strategies of resistance emerging on local
national regional and global scales its impressively wide ranging set of
contributors engage in re thinking what practices now constitute viable
political strategies in the world economy focusing on popular responses to
neoliberal globalization and the rearticulation of society politics and the
state
The Politics， Diplomacy Issues and Society of Japan　日本事情－政治・外交・社会編 2013-11-01 日
本のことを英語で伝えるシリーズ 政治 外交問題 社会について解説します 日米 日韓関係から 日本女性の社会での地位 ヤクザやオタク文化まで 幅広く取り上げてい
ます 30の質問と答えを読み進めることで 多くの重要英語表現を身につけることができるよう構成されています 姉妹編として 地理 人 言語編 歴史 宗教 プライド
編 があります
Understanding the Political World: Pearson New International Edition 2013-10-21
understanding the political world offers a comparative perspective on how
politics works at the global national group and individual level focusing on
how fundamental concepts in political science relate to real political events
this bestselling text surveys political behavior systems and processes
throughout the world and asks students to evaluate and apply this knowledge
through an engaging writing style numerous examples and the instructive use of
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visuals understanding the political world encourages students to think like
political scientists and to critically examine new and enduring political
realities and challenges teaching and learning experience personalize learning
mypoliscilab delivers proven results in helping students succeed provides
engaging experiences that personalize learning and comes from a trusted partner
with educational expertise and a deep commitment to helping students and
instructors achieve their goals explore concepts and current events drawing on
recent political events from a discussion of the economic crisis in the context
of ireland to the iraqi people s struggle to create a democracy this text
surveys the discipline of political science and shows how political scientists
analyze real world politics improve critical thinking compare focus and debate
boxes encourage students to think comparatively and to develop political
arguments engage students a new four color design and numerous photos offer a
current and lively reading experience emphasize learning outcomes new learning
objectives in every chapter focus students on what they need to learn in
mypoliscilab study plans based on the same learning objectives give students
follow up reading video and multimedia activities for further practice
instructor support an instructor s manual test bank and powerpoint presentation
provide more teaching resources in mypoliscilab classprep collects class
presentation resources in one convenient online destination
Literary Politics 2015-01-01 literary politics identifies and debates competing
definitions of english studies as an academic subject celebrates the diversity
of contemporary literary studies and demonstrates the ways in which a range of
literary texts can be understood as politically engaged sometimes in unexpected
ways
Introduction to Comparative Politics: Political Challenges and Changing Agendas
2009-07-26 updated to reflect today s political climate the seventh edition of
introduction to comparative politics offers a country by country approach that
allows students to fully examine similarities and differences among countries
and within and between political systems each chapter offers an analysis of
political challenges and changing agendas within countries and provides
detailed descriptions and analyses of the politics of individual countries the
text offers a condensed narrative and student friendly pedagogy such as
marginal key terms and questions that will help them make meaningful
connections and comparisons about the countries presented this edition consists
of 13 country case studies as well as a case study on the european union
providing an interesting sample of political regimes levels of economic
development and geographic regions important notice media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version
Liberal Loyalty 2002 drawing on kant rousseau and habermas stilz argues that we
owe civic obligations to the state if it is sufficiently just and that
constitutionally enshrined principles of justice in themselves are grounds for
obedience to our particular state and for democratic solidarity with our fellow
citizens
Multiculturalism and the Politics of Guilt 2006-11-24 multiculturalism and the
politics of guilt extends paul gottfried s examination of western managerial
government s growth in the last third of the twentieth century linking
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multiculturalism to a distinctive political and religious context the book
argues that welfare state democracy unlike bourgeois liberalism has rejected
the once conventional distinction between government and civil society
gottfried argues that the west s relentless celebrations of diversity have
resulted in the downgrading of the once dominant western culture the moral
rationale of government has become the consciousness raising of a presumed
majority population while welfare states continue to provide entitlements and
fulfill the other material programs of older welfare regimes they have ceased
to make qualitative leaps in the direction of social democracy for the new
political elite nationalization and income redistributions have become less
significant than controlling the speech and thought of democratic citizens an
escalating hostility toward the bourgeois christian past explicit or at least
implicit in the policies undertaken by the west and urged by the media is
characteristic of what gottfried labels an emerging therapeutic state for
gottfried acceptance of an intrusive political correctness has transformed the
religious consciousness of western particularly protestant society the casting
of true christianity as a religion of sensitivity only toward victims has
created a precondition for extensive social engineering gottfried examines late
twentieth century liberal christianity as the promoter of the politics of guilt
metaphysical guilt has been transformed into self abasement in relation to the
suffering just identified with racial cultural and lifestyle minorities unlike
earlier proponents of religious liberalism the therapeutic statists oppose
anything including empirical knowledge that impedes the expression of social
and cultural guilt in an effort to raise the self esteem of designated victims
equally troubling to gottfried is the growth of an american empire that is
influencing european values and fashions europeans have begun he says to
embrace the multicultural movement that originated with american liberal
protestantism s emphasis on diversity as essential for democracy he sees
europeans bringing authoritarian zeal to enforcing ideas and behavior imported
from the united states multiculturalism and the politics of guilt extends the
arguments of the author s earlier after liberalism whether one challenges or
supports gottfried s conclusions all will profit from a careful reading of this
latest diagnosis of the american condition
Henry Watterson and the New South 2007 henry watterson editor of the louisville
courier journal during the tumultuous decades between the civil war and world
war i was one of the most influential and widely read journalists in american
history at the height of his fame in the early twentieth century watterson was
so well known that his name and image were used to sell cigars and whiskey a
major player in american politics for more than fifty years watterson
personally knew nearly every president from andrew jackson to woodrow wilson
though he always refused to run the renowned editor was frequently touted as a
candidate for the u s senate the kentucky governor s office and even the white
house shortly after his arrival in louisville in 1868 watterson merged
competing interests and formed the courier journal quickly establishing it as
the paper of record in kentucky a central promoter of economic development in
the new south and a prominent voice on the national political stage an avowed
democrat in an era when newspapers were openly aligned with political parties
watterson adopted a defiant independence within the democratic party and
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challenged the democrats consensus opinions as much as he reinforced them in
the first new study of watterson s historical significance in more than fifty
years daniel s margolies traces the development of watterson s political and
economic positions and his transformation from a strident confederate newspaper
editor into an admirer of lincoln a powerful voice of sectional reconciliation
and the nation s premier advocate of free trade henry watterson and the new
south provides the first study of watterson s unique attempt to guide regional
and national discussions of foreign affairs margolies details watterson s quest
to solve the sovereignty problems of the 1870s and to quell the economic and
social upheavals of the 1890s through an expansive empire of free trade
watterson s political and editorial contemporaries variously advocated free
silverism protectionism and isolationism but he rejected their narrow focus and
maintained that the best way to improve the south s fortunes was to expand its
economic activities to a truly global scale watterson s new departure in
foreign affairs was an often contradictory program of decentralized home rule
and overseas imperialism but he remained steadfast in his vision of a
prosperous and independent south within an american economic empire of
unfettered free trade watterson thus helped to bring about the eventual
bipartisan embrace of globalization that came to define america s relationship
with the rest of the world in the twentieth century margolies s groundbreaking
analysis shows how watterson s authoritative command of the nation s most
divisive issues his rhetorical zeal and his willingness to stand against the
tide of conventional wisdom made him a national icon
Culture and Security 2019-01-11 this book examines the role of culture in
contemporary security policies providing a critical overview of the ways in
which culture has been theorized in security studies developing a theoretical
framework that stresses the relationship between culture power security and
strategy the volume argues that cultural practices have been central to
transformations in european and us security policy in the wake of the cold war
including the evolution of nato and the expansion of the eu michael c williams
maintains that cultural practices continue to play powerful roles in
international politics today where they are essential to grasping the
ascendance of neoconservatism in us foreign policy investigating the rise in
popularity of culture and constructivism in security studies in relation to the
structure and exercise of power in post cold war security relations the book
contends that this poses significant challenges for considering the connection
between analytic and political practices and the relationship between
scholarship and power in the construction of security relations culture and
security will be of interest to students and researchers in the fields of
international relations security studies and european politics
The Politics of Richard Wright 2022-08-15 a pillar of african american
literature richard wright is one of the most celebrated and controversial
authors in american history his work championed intellectual freedom amid
social and political chaos despite the popular and critical success of books
such as uncle tom s children 1938 black boy 1945 and native son 1941 wright
faced staunch criticism and even censorship throughout his career for the
graphic sexuality intense violence and communist themes in his work yet many
political theorists have ignored his radical ideas in the politics of richard
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wright an interdisciplinary group of scholars embraces the controversies
surrounding wright as a public intellectual and author several contributors
explore how the writer mixed fact and fiction to capture the empirical and
emotional reality of living as a black person in a racist world others examine
the role of gender in wright s canonical and lesser known writing and the
implications of black male vulnerability they also discuss the topics of black
subjectivity internationalism and diaspora and the legacy of and responses to
slavery in america wright s contributions to american political thought remain
vital and relevant today the politics of richard wright is an indispensable
resource for students of american literature culture and politics who strive to
interpret this influential writer s life and legacy
Blue Labour 2012 labour has been on a wild ride over the past thirty years new
labour argued that we had no choice but to accept a globalized free market
economy in which the race was to the swift the open and the flexible corbynism
reacted against this with a jumble of old school statism and identity politics
both ultimately failed in this book maurice glasman takes the axe to the
soulless utilitarianism and progressive intolerance of both blair and corbyn
human beings he contends are not calculating machines but faithful relational
beings who yearn for meaning and belonging rooted in their homes families and
traditions they seek to resist the revolutionary upheaval of markets and states
which try to commodify and dominate their lives and homes by the practice of
democracy mutuality and pluralism this is the true labour tradition which is
paradoxically both radical and conservative and more relevant than ever in a
post covid world this crisp statement of the real politics of blue labour
rather than the absurd caricature of its detractors is glasman s love letter to
the left conservatism that provides labour s best chance of moral and indeed
electoral redemption
Wikipedia and the Politics of Openness 2015-01-07 the politics of nation
building has always been a central issue in malaysia whilst the country has
been able to sustain a relatively stable politics since the 1969 tragedy and
hence generate a rapid economic development at least until the 1997 asian
economic crisis and later in the post 2008 general election the project of
nation building remains a basic national agenda yet to be fully resolved the
book explores the delicate process of nation building in malaysia in the post
1970s especially in the context of the vision constructing the bangsa malaysia
or a united malaysian nation enshrined in mahathir s vision 2020 project which
was introduced in 1991 it discusses the underlying socio political parameters
that shape and influence the politics of nation building in the country and the
construction of bangsa malaysia as such the book provides an alternative
perspective in the analysis of ethnic relations and nation building in malaysia
thus broadens the understanding of malaysian politics and society
The Politics of Bangsa Malaysia: Nation-Building in a Multiethnic Society
(Japanese language version) (UUM Press) 2015-05-28 examines security theology
surveillance and the industry of fear from the intimate spaces of everyday life
in settler colonial contexts
Security Theology, Surveillance and the Politics of Fear 2012-03-15 applies
psychoanalytic theory to obama s personality and behavior during his first two
years as president examining how his childhood experiences affected his
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political ideology leadership style and quest for redemption in his political
life
Barack Obama and the Politics of Change 2017-01-07 a robust and timely
investigation into the political and moral fault lines that divide brexit
britain and trump s america and how a new settlement may be achieved several
decades of greater economic and cultural openness in the west have not
benefited all our citizens among those who have been left behind a populist
politics of culture and identity has successfully challenged the traditional
politics of left and right creating a new division between the mobile achieved
identity of the people from anywhere and the marginalized roots based identity
of the people from somewhere this schism accounts for the brexit vote the
election of donald trump the decline of the center left and the rise of
populism across europe david goodhart s compelling investigation of the new
global politics reveals how the somewhere backlash is a democratic response to
the dominance of anywhere interests in everything from mass higher education to
mass immigration
The Road to Somewhere 2001-07-22 american democracy faces severe challenges
today as everyday life gathers pace national borders become increasingly porous
and commodity culture becomes more dominant democracy and vision assembles a
cast of prominent political theorists to consider the problems confronting
political life by reviewing assessing and expanding on the ideas of one of the
most influential political thinkers of the past forty years sheldon wolin the
book consists of three sections linked by the underlying theme of wolin s
monumental effort to define the political and the conditions of democratic life
in the first nicholas xenos george kateb fred dallmayr and charles taylor focus
in particular on whether mass political participation sustainable in times of
upheaval as what wolin aptly termed fugitive democracy can be buoyed by
political institutions during periods of stability in the second section wendy
brown aryeh botwinick melissa a orlie and anne norton examine the relevance of
wolin s ideas to current debates about for example social diversity and the
commercialization of culture in the last stephen k white kirstie m mcclure
michael j shapiro and j peter euben address globalization and temporality in
relation to wolin s narrative of decline asking among other things whether
citizenship today must incorporate a cosmopolitan dimension these essays and an
introduction by william connolly that lucidly outlines wolin s thought and the
deep uncertainty about political theory in the 1960s that did much to inspire
his work offer unprecedented insights into wolin s lament that modernity has
meant the loss of the political
Democracy and Vision 2016-04-08 do new technologies mean the end of the
university as we know it or can they be shaped in a way that balances
innovation and tradition this volume explores these questions through a
critical history of online education
Technology and the Politics of University Reform 2005-08-02 the asian crisis
triggered ongoing controversy over the imf s role in a new international
financial architecture this book argues for a political approach to crisis and
reform placing current debates in the context of the politics of financial
regulation since bretton woods it explores links between domestic political
controversy over imf policy in indonesia korea malaysia and the united states
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and the broader politics of imf decision making it argues that unless political
arrangements are reformed the imf will face further political challenges
The IMF and the Politics of Financial Globalization 2016-07 cover half title
title page copyright page table of contents dedication acknowledgments
introduction qualitative inquiry and the politics of research 1 an unfinished
dialogue about problematizing knowledge production in the peer review process 2
critical qualitative research in global neoliberalism foucault inquiry and
transformative possibilities 3 practices for the new in the new empiricisms the
new materialisms and post qualitative inquiry 4 the work of thought and the
politics of research post qualitative research 5 qualitative data analysis 2 0
developments trends challenges 6 critical autoethnography as intersectional
praxis a performative pedagogical interplay on bleeding borders of identity 7
writing myself into winesburg ohio 8 the three rs remembering revisiting
reworking how we think but not in schools 9 teaching reflexivity in qualitative
research fostering a research life style 10 coda the death of data index about
the authors
Qualitative Inquiry and the Politics of Research 2010 a work of rare scope and
power that grapples with the big questions is happiness the proper end of life
as the greeks conceived it to be or is life as it appears since the early
english novel an endless trial adam potkay
Mourning Happiness 2008 globalization and the politics of identity in india
features sixteen original essays that discuss the effects of globalization on
prevalent identities in india political religious social and cultural it
includes perspectives from political science history sociology economics and
international relations identity politics in kashmir punjab north bengal
rajasthan and the north east as well as among the diaspora readers also get
know of popular understanding of liberalization and privatization the impacts
of foreign direct investment and various tendencies brought about by
globalization such as unitarianism majoritarian nationalism and
multiculturalism
Globalization and the Politics of Identity in India 2021-05-18 conspiracy
theories are not just outlandish ideas they can also be political weapons
conspiracy theories have come to play an increasingly prominent role in
political systems around the world in revealing schemes scott radnitz moves
beyond psychological explanations for why people believe conspiracy theories to
explore the politics surrounding them placing two questions at the center of
his account what leads regimes to promote conspiracy claims and what effects do
those claims have on politics and society focusing on the former soviet uniona
region of the world where such theories have long thrivedhe shows that
incumbent politicians tend to make conspiracy claims to demonstrate their
knowledge and authority at moments of uncertainty and threat they emerge more
often where there is serious political competition rather than unbridled
autocracy and in response to events that challenge a regime s ability to rule
yet conspiracy theories can also be habit forming and persist as part of an
official narrative even where immediate threats have subsideda strategy
intended to strengthen regimes but that may inadvertently undermine them
revealing schemes explores the causes consequences and contradictions of
conspiracism in politics with an original collection of over 1 500 conspiracy
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claims from across the post soviet region two national surveys and 12 focus
groups at a time of heightened distrust in democratic institutions and rising
illiberal populism around the world understanding how conspiracy theories
operate in a region where democracy came lateor never arrivedcan be instructive
for concerned citizens everywhere
Revealing Schemes 2018-09-10 statius narrative of the fraternal strife of the
theban brothers eteocles and polynices has had a profound influence on western
literature and fascinated generations of scholars and readers this book studies
in detail the poem s view of power and its interaction with historical contexts
written under domitian and in the aftermath of the civil war of 69 ce the
thebaid uses the veil of myth to reflect on the political reality of imperial
rome the poem offers its contemporary readers including the emperor a
cautionary tale of kingship and power rooted in a pessimistic view of human
beings and human relationships the thebaid reflects on the harsh necessity of
monarchical power as the only antidote to a world always on the verge of
returning to chaos while humans and especially kings are fragile and often the
prey of irrational passions the thebaid expresses the hope that an illuminated
sovereign endowed with clementia mercy may offer a solution to the political
crisis of the roman empire statius narrative also responds to domitian s
problematic interaction with the emperor nero whom domitian regarded as both a
negative model and a secret source of inspiration with the fragility of power
stefano rebeggiani offers thoughtful parallels between the actions of the
thebaid and the intellectual activities and political views formulated by the
groups of roman aristocrats who survived nero s repression he argues that the
poem draws inspiration from an initial phase in domitian s regime characterized
by a positive relationship between the emperor and the roman elite statius
creates a number of innovative strategies to negotiate elements of continuity
between domitian and nero so as to show that while domitian recuperated aspects
of nero s self presentation he was no second nero statius poem interacts with
aspects of imperial ideology under domitian statius allusions to the stories of
phaethon and hercules engage domitian s use of solar symbols and his
association with hercules this book also shows that the thebaid adapts previous
texts in particular lucan s bellum civile in order to connect the mythical
subject of its narrative with the historical experience of civil war in rome in
69 ce by moving past recent solely aesthetic readings of the thebaid the
fragility of power offers a serious and thoughtful addition to the recent
scholarship in statian studies
The Fragility of Power 2018-05-30 this book seeks to understand the politics of
deservingness for future social security reforms through an interpretive policy
analysis of the 2005 social security privatization debates what does it mean
for politics and policymaking that social security recipients are widely viewed
as deserving of the benefits they receive in the 2005 privatization debates
congress framed social security in exclusively positive terms often in
opposition to welfare and imagined their own beloved family members as
recipients advocates for private accounts sought to navigate the politics of
deservingness by dividing the we of social insurance to a me of private
investment and a them of individual rate of return in order to justify the
introduction of private accounts into social security fiscal stress on the
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program will likely bring social security to the policy agenda soon
understanding the politics of deservingness will be central to navigating those
debates
Social Security and the Politics of Deservingness 2015-09-03 rovner explores
the complex interaction between intelligence and policy and shines a spotlight
on the problem of politicization
Fixing the Facts 2022-08-05 building on timothy mitchell s seminal 1991
exploration of the limits of the state this book brings together contributions
on the state in the arab world from the past and present in an edited volume
altered states views the state less as a matter of people and institutions and
more as sets of practices regimes of truth and capabilities of power and the
effects they have on those under their control through analysing case studies
including tunisia syria lebanon egypt palestine uae rojova and the islamic
state the concept of the state is applied and questioned this book examines the
roots of policies that led to the uprisings focusing on how the authoritarian
bargain which helped define arab politics broke down with the rise of
neoliberalism it also assesses how boundaries between state and society have
been redrawn as various dynamics have brought state forces into more open
conflict with citizens and each other the rapid pace of change in the arab
world has necessitated constant modification of themes and theoretical lens of
analysis this book will therefore be of interest to practitioners graduate
students and academics of the arab world statehood and political science
Altered States 1991-08-23 the comprehensively revised second edition of this
successful text provides an up to date analysis of the changing world of local
politics in britain substantial new sections have been added on local political
parties hung councils the politics of non elected local government recent
developments in privatisation and the politics of the poll tax the book now
provides a systematic treatment of the thatcher legacy in local politics the
philosophy and strategy which underpinned it and likely futures in the post
thatcher era reviews of the 1st edition should be read by anyone seeking to
understand local government and its possible futures george jones local
government chronicle an excellent and stimulating introductory text peter
mclaverty sociological review
The Politics of Local Government
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